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Integrating different data types to answer
biological questions is a challenging
problem, which can, however, provide
stronger insights than using each dataset
separately. ModulOmics is a statistical
framework to integrate multiple omics
data types and various statistical tests
into one probabilistic model, with the aim
of identifying functionally connected
modules. It simultaneously (rather than
sequentially) optimizes all tests and
efficiently searches the large candidates
space with a two-step optimization
procedure. Across cancer types,
ModulOmics identifies key modules
representing cancer-related
mechanisms.
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SUMMARY

The identification of molecular pathways driving cancer progression is a fundamental challenge in cancer
research. Most approaches to address it are limited
in the number of data types they employ and perform
data integration in a sequential manner. Here, we
describe ModulOmics, a method to de novo identify
cancer driver pathways, or modules, by integrating
protein-protein interactions, mutual exclusivity of
mutations and copy number alterations, transcriptional coregulation, and RNA coexpression into a single probabilistic model. To efficiently search and
score the large space of candidate modules, ModulOmics employs a two-step optimization procedure
that combines integer linear programming with stochastic search. Applied across several cancer types,
ModulOmics identifies highly functionally connected
modules enriched with cancer driver genes, outperforming state-of-the-art methods and demonstrating
the power of using multiple omics data types simultaneously. On breast cancer subtypes, ModulOmics
proposes unexplored connections supported by an
independent patient cohort and independent proteomic and phosphoproteomic datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid advancements in sequencing technologies led to an
unprecedented increase in the generation and availability of
various types of high-resolution omics data. This wealth of
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data requires appropriate computational models for filtering,
distinguishing signals from noise, and interpretation. Key to
the success of these models is the integration of different
omics data types into single frameworks that can take advantage of orthogonal cellular views and construct a coherent
and reliable picture of the process under study (Karr et al.,
2012). A prime example for such a data-rich field in which integrative methods are called for is cancer genomics, where the
use of multi-omics datasets recently emerged with the aim of
better understanding cancer progression and treatment.
Necessary for this goal is the identification of functionally connected groups of gene alterations that drive tumorigenesis, also
termed driver modules or pathways, where genes alterations
include single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), copy number alterations (CNAs), changes in the transcriptional activity of genes,
and changes in protein concentration. Active driver modules
contribute to triggering the hallmarks of cancer and confer
fitness advantages to cancer cells (Vogelstein et al., 2013; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000). Hence, their elucidation can substantially further our understanding of cancer development
and inform optimal treatment design.
A successful single omics approach to identify cancer driver
modules is the mutual exclusivity test, employed by tools such
as TiMEx (Constantinescu et al., 2016), MultiDendrix (Leiserson
et al., 2013), Comet (Wu et al., 2015), and others (Babur et al.,
2015; Vandin et al., 2012; Jerby-Arnon et al., 2014). The biological
foundation behind mutual exclusivity in cancer is that joint alterations in functionally connected genes provide similar or reduced
fitness advantages than single alterations alone, such that selection favors cells with at most one alteration in a functionally
connected group. Across patients, this process generates
patterns of mutual exclusivity among alterations. An additional
important omics test is the proximity of genetic alterations in
the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network, explored by studies

Figure 1. Overview of ModulOmics
(A) Four different data types and corresponding models M1–M4 (STAR Methods) contribute to the computation of the ModulOmics score: PPI connectivity (protein
level), mutual exclusivity (DNA level), transcriptional coregulation (regulatory connections and RNA level), and coexpression (RNA level). The four colors
correspond to four different genes; full squares in the matrix for model M2 encode the presence of alterations, while empty squares encode their absence. In, M3
genes 1 and 2 are regulated by a common transcription factor. In M4, the different color intensities depict different expression intensities.
(B) Potential mechanism leading to a driver module exhibiting patterns of PPI connectivity, mutual exclusivity, coregulation, and coexpression.
(C) The ILP optimization identifies the modules with highest sum of pairwise ModulOmics scores, computed as the average of the four scores corresponding to
models M1–M4, further z-scored and normalized to [0,1].
(D) The stochastic search optimization uses the modules identified by the ILP, depicted in (C), as seeds, and aims to improve their scores by identifying a higherscoring global solution. The space of initial solutions is clustered, and genes are exchanged between clusters to identify modules with high global scores. While
the scores for models M1–M4, of the modules in (C) were approximated as average pairwise scores, here they are computed exactly for the entire module.
(E) The ModulOmics webserver highlights any chosen gene set among the top 50 modules ranked by the single omics scores for each data type, on the basis of
any of the three TCGA datasets analyzed in this study.

such as HotNet2 (Leiserson et al., 2015) or EnrichNet (Glaab
et al., 2012).
Approaches to integrate different data sources generally use
the omics tests in a sequential manner, such that each additional
data type further refines the groups inferred on the basis of the
previous types. These sequential frameworks have the advantage of efficiently pruning the huge search space, however, at
the cost of losing sensitivity. As the pruning is done based on
only some of the omics data types, the discarded low-scoring
modules could have been informative w.r.t. a data type not yet
considered. For example, the tool MEMo (Ciriello et al., 2012) extracts candidate modules based on PPI pairwise connections
and then scores them using mutual exclusivity, while MEMCover
(Kim et al., 2015) integrates pairwise mutual exclusivity and PPI
scores between genetic alterations. Few approaches also
include gene expression, such as TieDIE (Paull et al., 2013),
which uses a PPI-proximity test once for DNA alterations and
once for gene expression, optimizing each individually, and
then crossing the two to find one large subnetwork. In contrast
to the sequential approach however, simultaneously optimizing
multi-omics data types via a single objective function can increase the sensitivity and specificity of module identification by
yielding relevant modules simultaneously across multiple levels
of genetic information.
Here, we describe ModulOmics, a method for the de novo
identification of cancer driver modules from multi-omics data.
ModulOmics integrates proximity in a PPI network, mutual exclu-

sivity of DNA alterations (SNVs and CNAs), and RNA level coregulation and coexpression, into a single probabilistic framework,
by simultaneously optimizing over all four model components,
one for each data type (Figure 1). ModulOmics overcomes the
computational challenge of searching the huge space of potential modules by performing a two-step optimization procedure
that combines integer linear programming (ILP) with stochastic
search. We apply ModulOmics to three large-scale TCGA datasets, breast cancer (Cancer Genome Atlas Network, 2012), glioblastoma (GBM) (Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network,
2008), and ovarian cancer (Cancer Genome Atlas Research
Network, 2011), and show that it accurately identifies known
cancer driver genes and pathways. ModulOmics outperforms
state-of-the-art tools for driver modules identification, namely
the DNA-centric method TiMEx (Constantinescu et al., 2016),
the PPI-based method HotNet2 (Leiserson et al., 2015) and the
DNA and PPI integration-based method MEMCover (Kim et al.,
2015). Comparisons of ModulOmics to alternative strategies in
which either only subsets of the four omics data types are
used, or the data types are integrated sequentially, demonstrate
that the strength of the approach stems from scoring candidate
modules simultaneously across all data types.
We further use ModulOmics to identify modules that characterize breast cancer subtypes. The highest scoring modules
are enriched with cancer drivers and reliably separate cancerous
from normal tissues in an independent patient cohort (Pozniak
et al., 2016; Tyanova et al., 2016). In the most aggressive breast
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Figure 2. The Driver Modules Inferred by ModulOmics Are Enriched with Cancer Driver Genes
(A) Detailed driver and nondriver enrichment scores for the positive driver list PosUnionAll and the negative driver list NegAGOClean, for the top scoring 5, 10, 15,
20, and 30 modules. ME stands for mutual exclusivity, CoReg for coregulation, and CoExp for coexpression scores of single omics data types. The enrichment
(legend continued on next page)
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cancer subtype, triple negative (TN), we identify functional connections among multiple downregulated tumor suppressors,
including TP53, BRCA1, RB1, and PTEN. These patterns are
also supported by reverse-phase protein array (RPPA) data
(Cancer Genome Atlas Network, 2012). In luminal A, highscoring modules containing PTEN suggest two potential functionalities of this protein: a canonical one as part of the PI3K
pathway, and a noncanonical one as a regulator of cell
proliferation.
ModulOmics is freely available in two forms, as an opensource R code for the identification of cancer driver modules
from a cohort of cancer samples (https://github.com/danasilv/
ModulOmics), and as a webserver for the evaluation of any set
of genes of interest using the three TCGA datasets processed
in this study (http://anat.cs.tau.ac.il/ModulOmicsServer/).
RESULTS
ModulOmics identifies driver gene modules on the basis of DNA
and RNA profiles of cancer samples, integrated with a PPI
network and known regulatory connections. Each candidate
module is scored according to the degree of mutual exclusivity
among DNA alterations across a patient cohort, the correlation
of the RNA expression of its members across the cohort, the
probability that its gene members are connected in the PPI
network, and the fraction of its members that are coregulated
by a common active transcription factor. As the number of
candidate groups grows exponentially with maximal group
size, ModulOmics employs a heuristic two-step optimization
procedure to first find good initial solutions by linearly approximating the scoring function, and then refining these solutions
via stochastic search (STAR Methods).
We used ModulOmics to identify driver modules of fixed size,
consisting of 2–4 gene members, from three TCGA cancer datasets (Tables S1–S3). No single omics data type dominated the
ModulOmics score for any given module size. The identified
modules of different sizes were pooled and ranked according
to their scores. Each module was assigned a p value by
comparing its score to the scores of the top 100 modules obtained from 10 instances of shuffled omics data sets that preserved the characteristics of each data type, such as mutation
frequency and network degree distribution (STAR Methods). All
top 30 modules identified by ModulOmics were significant (Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.05).
Driver Modules Are Enriched with Cancer Drivers
To assess the performance of ModulOmics, we calculated the
enrichment of the top modules with known driver genes (positive
controls) and known nondriver genes (negative controls). To this

end, we used the gene lists introduced in Hofree et al. (2016),
complied from the Network of Cancer Genes (NCG) (An et al.,
2016), Cancer Gene Census version 73 (CGC) (Forbes et al.,
2010), the Atlas of Genetics and Cytogenetics in Oncology and
Hematology (AGO) (Huret et al., 2004), UniprotKB (UniProt Consortium, 2015), DISEASES (Pletscher-Frankild et al., 2015), and
MSigDB (Subramanian et al., 2005) (Data S1 and S2; STAR
Methods). The enrichment was calculated as the fraction of
gene members in each module that were also part of each
control list, averaged across the top modules considered.
ModulOmics outperformed the four single omics approaches,
as well as MEMCover, HotNet2, and TiMEx, when evaluating a
variable number (top 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30) of the highest scoring
modules of any size (Figure 2A and Table S4), or when separately
evaluating modules of fixed sizes (Figure S1).
When focusing on the top 10 modules, ModulOmics consistently outperformed the other methods across the seven positive
and three negative control lists tested (Figure 2B). ModulOmics
achieved an enrichment score of close to 1 across all three
cancer types in the three largest positive control lists: the manually curated resource NCG5, the positive AGO list (PosAGO), and
the Union All list (PosUnionAll), consisting of between 1,429 and
2,144 known drivers. Complementary, the modules inferred by
ModulOmics scored close to 0 in all three negative control list assessed, namely the complete negative AGO list (NegAgoFull),
the curated negative AGO list (NegAGOClean), and the negative
list introduced in Davoli et al., 2013 (NegDavoli), consisting of between 3,272 and 9,457 known nondriver genes. Among the
competing methods, PPI-based and coregulation-based scorings exhibited good performances, MEMCover, HotNet2, and
TiMEx performed well only for certain group sizes, while coexpression and mutual exclusivity generally performed poorly on
both positive and negative control metrics. TieDIE (Paull et al.,
2013), aiming to infer one large subnetwork, identified a single
module of 300 genes, containing less than 30% known driver
genes and more than 10% known nondriver genes; this led us
to exclude TieDIE from further comparisons. To assess whether
ModulOmics identified higher-order connections in the data, as
opposed to only the structure of the data (s.a., protein degree
for PPI, and mutation frequency for DNA), we ran ModulOmics
on shuffled data. ModulOmics and each individual omics data
type performed better on the real data, as compared to the
shuffled alternatives (Figure S2).
We next evaluated the specific contribution of each omics
data type to driver genes enrichment by computing reduced
versions of the ModulOmics score, each time with a single
data type removed. We found that, in 90% of the evaluated
cases (92% of the positive control lists and 86% of the
negative lists), integrating all four omics data sources led to

was calculated as the average fraction of gene members in each module that are also part of the control lists. The modules were ranked by their score, regardless
of their sizes. Table S4 displays the scores for Figure 2A.
(B) Average driver enrichment (red heatmaps) and nondriver enrichment (blue heatmaps) across the top 10 modules. NCG5, PosAGO, PosUnionAll, PosSomatic,
PosUniprotKB, PosTextMine, PosTrans are the positive control lists, while NegAgoClean, NegAgoFull and NegDavoli are the negative control ones (STAR
Methods).
(C) Average driver and nondriver enrichment scores for the best performing sequential alternatives of ModulOmics, per starting omics data type.
(D) Single enrichment scores per omics data type, computed as the difference between the average positive and the average negative scores, across all lists, for
ModulOmics and all its sequential alternatives. Across all panels, ModulOmics generally outperforms competing methods, as well as simplified or sequential
alternatives.
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higher enrichment, as compared to using subsets of three omics.
Nevertheless, the performance of ModulOmics remained fairly
robust when using only three data types, suggesting that the
method can also be applied in cases when one data source is
missing (Figure S3).
To directly compare the simultaneous optimization employed
by ModulOmics to sequential approaches, we built sequential alternatives of ModulOmics, which use one omics data type to find
initial candidate modules, and each sequential omics data to
further refine the identified modules (STAR Methods). We assessed all possible orderings of data types by both comparing
the average driver and nondriver enrichment scores for all control lists individually (Figures 2C and S4) and by assigning a single
score per omics data across all lists, as the difference between
the average positive and the average negative list scores (Figure 2D). Based on these evaluations, we found that using simultaneous optimization consistently outperformed the sequential
alternatives of ModulOmics.
One of the features of ModulOmics is that each gene can
participate in multiple driver pathways, hence the reported modules often overlapped (Figure S5A). Biologically, this feature is
justified by the fact that the known driver genes are likely network
hubs, expected to be functionally connected to multiple other
less-known driver genes via different modules. In order to assess
the performance of ModulOmics also in the absence of overlap
among groups, we repeated the driver enrichment evaluation
for the first 20 unique genes in the highest-ranking modules.
Consistent with previous results, ModulOmics outperformed
competitive methods (Figure S5B).
Driver Modules Are Functionally Coherent
An additional metric for evaluating the relevance of the inferred
modules concerns their functional coherence, which we assessed via their enrichment with curated pathways from the
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, KEGG (Ogata
et al., 1999). The top 10 ModulOmics modules were significantly
enriched with an average of 8 pathways per module, whereas the
top 10 modules generated by shuffling the data (STAR Methods)
were only significantly enriched with an average of 3.6 pathways.
ModulOmics identified key cancer-related pathways, such as
pathways in cancer, across all three cancer types (Figure 3A).
In contrast, HotNet2 identified this pathway only in the GBM
and ovarian cancer datasets, and MEMCover and TiMEx did
not identify it at all. Additional highly enriched pathways included
apoptosis, cell cycle, TP53 signaling, mTOR signaling, and the
angiogenesis-related VEGF pathway. The set of enriched pathways also included pathways characterizing other cancer types,
indicating shared mechanisms among malignancies.
To further quantify pathway enrichment performance, we
counted the number of pathways significantly enriched (Bonferroni-corrected p % 0.05) in each of the top 5, 10, and 15 modules
(Figure 3B) and computed their average enrichment factor with
Expander (Ulitsky et al., 2010) (Figure 3C; STAR Methods), as
well as the ratio of top modules enriched with at least one
pathway (Figure 3D). Overall, ModulOmics identified modules
enriched with more general pathways and cancer-related pathways, as well as more modules enriched with at least one
pathway, than the three competing methods. A high percentage
of genes identified by ModulOmics participated in known KEGG
460 Cell Systems 8, 456–466, May 22, 2019

pathways, reaching an average of 77% across all three cancer
types, compared to 43% as identified by MEMCover, 39% by
HotNet2, and 10% by TiMEx (Table S5). Since coregulation
was the best performing single omics data type for cancer driver
genes enrichment, we further assessed the top coregulation
modules in terms of their diversity and pathway enrichment.
We found that those modules were less diverse and mostly
enriched with well-studied functional connections, whereas
ModulOmics was able to extend beyond these connections
(Figure S6).
Using all four data sources improved the identification of functionally coherent modules in 92% of the tested cases, as
compared to using subsets of three omics data (Figure S7). As
in the case of driver genes enrichment, optimizing across all
omics data simultaneously, rather than sequentially, provided
an advantage in terms of pathway enrichment (Figure 3E).
Certain omics data, such as PPI and coregulation, were expected to be tightly coupled to pathway enrichment, since they
are based on physical interactions. Indeed, the sequential
versions starting with these two data types were the best
performing sequential alternatives, with the sequences PPICoExp-ME-CoReg and CoReg-PPI-ME-CoExp performing better than ModulOmics in ovarian cancer pathway enrichment
(but not cancer driver genes enrichment), yet not for the other
cancers. Overall, ModulOmics was the only consistently high
performing approach across all three cancer types.
Driver Modules in Breast Cancer Subtypes Recapitulate
Known Mechanisms and Suggest Unexplored
Functionalities
Next, we applied ModulOmics on molecularly defined subtypes
of breast cancer, classified using the mRNA PAM50 classification (Parker et al., 2009) into basal (125 patients), Her2 (61),
luminal A (364), and luminal B (174) (Table S6). Across all subtypes, the genes in the top 20 ModulOmics modules (Figure 4A)
were highly enriched with cancer drivers (66% were part of the
NCG5 positive control list and 70% were part of the UnionAll
positive list, while only 4% were part of the AGOClean negative
control list) and KEGG pathways (44 enriched pathways, 24 of
which were directly related to cancer, average p value 0.0063).
The top drivers identified by ModulOmics included TP53,
AKT1, mTOR, and PTEN, as well as subtype-signature genes
such as BRCA1 and BRCA2 for basal (Turner and Reis-Filho,
2006; Turner et al., 2007), CDH1 for luminal A and B (Hollestelle
et al., 2010), MAP3K1 for luminal B (Cancer Genome Atlas
Network, 2012), and EGFR for Her2 (Milanezi et al., 2008). An
alternative strategy to ModulOmics for identifying relevant
drivers would have been selecting genes with highest SNV or
CNA alteration frequencies (Vogelstein et al., 2013). However,
in that case, a substantial portion of the enriched genes identified
by ModulOmics would have been overlooked, as 34% fall below
the SNV median frequency per gene and 40% fall below the CNA
median frequency per gene (Figure 4A). Therefore, integrative
approaches such as ModulOmics are essential.
A detailed PPI network view of the genes identified by
ModulOmics revealed TP53 as a key player in tumor progression
for all subtypes, while subtype-specific key players included
EGFR for Her2 and BRCA1 for basal (Karaayvaz et al., 2018)
(Figure 4B). The network view highlighted the higher rate of
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Figure 3. The Driver Modules Inferred by ModulOmics Are Enriched with Cancer Driver Pathways
(A) Mean hypergeometric p value of the KEGG pathways significantly enriched in the top modules identified by ModulOmics, MEMCover, HotNet2, and TiMEx.
(B) Average number of KEGG pathways significantly enriched in the top modules, indicated above the bars. The opaque bars indicate cancer-related
pathways only.
(C) Average enrichment factors for the top modules, computed with Expander (Ulitsky et al., 2010).
The numbers displayed in (B) and (C) are normalized per module.
(D) Percentage of modules among the top modules enriched with at least one pathway.
(E) Average number of KEGG pathways significantly enriched and the average enrichment factor for the top 10 modules, for ModulOmics and all its sequential
alternatives. Across all panels, ModulOmics generally outperforms competing methods, and is the only approach that performs well across all three cancer types,
as compared to the sequential alternatives.

PPI-connected established tumor suppressors in the basal subtype, as compared to luminal A, matching the aggressive nature
of these tumors. In addition, luminal A modules were characterized by a higher occurrence of PI3K pathway members, such as

PIK3R1, AKT1, mTOR, and PTEN, as previously observed
(Cancer Genome Atlas Network, 2012). The top modules identified by ModulOmics were further highly enriched with functional
relations, highlighting different GO annotations for each subtype
Cell Systems 8, 456–466, May 22, 2019 461
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Figure 4. Modules Inferred in mRNA-Classified Breast Cancer Subtypes Reflect Various Levels of Subtype Aggressiveness and Separate
Cancerous Form Healthy Tissues
(A) For each mRNA-based subtype and for the pooled set of genes in the top 20 modules, we computed their occurrence frequency in the top 20 modules, as well
as their SNV and CNA alteration frequencies across the patient cohort. This gene pool is enriched with known cancer drivers and pathways and could not have
been identified if relying on SNV and CNA alteration frequencies alone. White corresponds to absent genes.
(B) Detailed PPI network view of the subset of genes in (A) that are either known drivers, or part of KEGG pathways. The displayed protein interactions underline
functional associations, such as the role of PI3K pathway in luminal A.
(C) Selected list of significantly enriched GO pathways across the top 20 modules (Figure S8 displays the full list), reflecting the aggressiveness of the basal and
Her2 subtypes, compared to luminal A and luminal B. Enrichment hypergeometric p values were computed with Expander (Ulitsky et al., 2010). White corresponds to absent pathways.
(D) Module scores for top luminal A modules suggesting two different biological roles of the tumor suppressor PTEN.
(E) The highest-ranking luminal A module in an independent proteomics dataset separates cancerous from healthy patient tissues. TP53 loss is measured by its
downstream-regulated protein CDC2, CDH1 loss is measured by its downstream regulated protein CTNNB1, and FOXA1 gain is measured directly.

(Figures 4C and S8). These results capture the increased
pathway activity of key pathways required for tumor progression,
such as apoptosis, cell-cycle process, or cell proliferation, as
well as the known aggressiveness of basal and Her2 tumors, reflected in their higher pathway enrichment.
Some of the highest-ranking modules may merit further experimental investigation. For example, the highest-ranking module
462 Cell Systems 8, 456–466, May 22, 2019

in the basal subtype consisted of RB1, BRCA1, NF1, and
CREBBP. Since both BRCA1 and its activator CREBBP (Pao
et al., 2000) are involved in DNA repair, this module potentially
reflects the altered DNA damage repair mechanism specific to
basal tumors (Ogiwara and Kohno, 2012) and may hint at the
clinical implications of using the CREBBP inhibitor in BRCA1
patients, similarly to PARP1 (Konecny and Kristeleit, 2016). The

top Her2 modules were characterized by the recurrent appearance of the nuclear export gene XPO1 together with TP53, one
of its known targets (Freedman and Levine, 1998; Cheng et al.,
2014). The role of XPO1 in tumor progression was previously
investigated in a preclinical context of TN treatment (Cheng
et al., 2014; McCauley et al., 2012), and here we suggest it
may also play a role in Her2. Finally, one of the frequently occurring genes in the top luminal A modules was the tumor suppressor PTEN, occurring both in modules reflecting its canonical
PI3K pathway role, and in modules suggesting a noncanonical
role (Figure 4D). The canonical module PTEN, AKT1, PIK3R1 recapitulates the known mutual exclusivity pattern of mutations
within the PI3K pathway (Saal et al., 2005). In contrast, the module suggesting the noncanonical role (PTEN, CDH1, TP53) supports the hypothesis that PTEN regulates cell proliferation by
increasing the binding of CDH1 to APC\C, a complex known
for its tumor-suppressive function, and by increasing TP53
acetylation following DNA damage (Song et al., 2012). Indeed,
according to the database Transcriptional Regulatory Relationships Unraveled by Sentence-Based Text, TRRUST (Han et al.,
2015), PTEN, and CDH1 are coregulated by two common transcription factors, namely STAT3 and NFKB1.
In order to further explore the clinical relevance of the top
ModulOmics modules, we examined how well they can distinguish healthy tissues from cancerous ones in an independent
omics data source. To this end, we used a recently published proteomics dataset consisting of 62 samples of luminal A and healthy
tissues (Pozniak et al., 2016; Tyanova et al., 2016), and focused on
the two highest scoring luminal A modules: TP53 and CDH1, and
FOXA1 and TP53. These top 2 modules significantly separated
the luminal A cancerous tissues from the healthy ones, when evaluating single module scores per patient, computed by averaging
the proteomic abundance of its members (p values 1.6e06 and
6.2e06, respectively, Kolmogorov Smirnov (KS) test, Figure 4E).
For comparison, neither GATA3 or PIK3CA, the most frequently
mutated genes in luminal A, nor TP53, the most frequently
mutated gene in breast cancer, were able to separate the 2 types
of tissue as well (p values 0.065, 0.054, and 0.69, respectively, KS
test). Similarly, random groups of the same size did not significantly separate the tissues (p value 0.14, averaged over 1,000
random groups generated by sampling subsets of proteins from
the proteomics dataset, KS test).
An alternative way to study breast cancer is by stratifying patients according to immunohistochemistry results assessing the
HER2, ER, and PR receptors. To this end, we separated the
patient cohort into subtypes, using the TCGA classification, as
follows: TN (116 patients), Her2-enriched (30), luminal A (477),
and luminal B (88), and used ModulOmics to infer modules for
each subtype (Table S7). Similarly to the mRNA-based classification, the genes of the highest scoring 20 modules (Figure S9A)
were enriched with cancer drivers (67% were part of the NCG5
positive control list and 59% were part of the UnionAll positive
list, while only 2% were part of the AGOClean negative control
list) and with known cancer pathways (46 enriched pathways,
25 of which were directly related to cancer, average enrichment
p value 0.01). Across subtypes, the highest scoring modules
highlighted a unique alteration pattern for the tumor suppressor
TP53. In luminal A, luminal B and Her2-enriched, TP53 was
mutually exclusive with other tumor suppressors (PTEN and

BRCA1 in luminal B, and BRCA2 in luminal A), which led to
ModulOmics inferring these groups as high-scoring modules.
However, in TN, TP53 was mutually exclusive with BRCA2, but
not with other key TN drivers, such as BRCA1, PTEN, or RB1,
as both the pairwise and the group mutual exclusivity scores of
TP53 and these three drivers were 0 (Figure S9B). These findings
suggest a TN-specific concerted downregulation of multiple tumor suppressors, namely TP53, BRCA1, RB1, and PTEN, potentially contributing to the poor prognosis of this subtype. Taken
together, these results imply that the level of mutual exclusivity
in these tumor suppressors might indicate the aggressiveness
of the tumor subtype (Perou et al., 2000; Sørlie et al., 2001; Cancer Genome Atlas Network, 2012; Curtis et al., 2012).
To further evaluate the functional connectivity among these tumor suppressors (PTEN, BRCA1, RB1, and TP53), we used an
independent omics data source, RPPA (Cancer Genome Atlas
Network, 2012). In general, evaluating protein measurements
limits large-scale analyses, since loss of function can lead to
missing data, requiring the identification of downstream-regulated proteins that can serve as surrogates. We therefore used
the following surrogates: CDK1 to account for TP53 loss,
CYCLIN B1 for BRCA1 loss, and phosporylated AKT, which is
suppressed by PTEN, to account for PTEN. Indeed, all these tumor suppressors were downregulated in the TN samples, while
their anticorrelated surrogates were upregulated (Figure S9C).
Using these genes, we were able to separate TN from the other
subtypes (p-value 1.2e16, KS test, for the surrogate tumor promoter proteins and p-value 2.9e09, KS test, for the tumor suppressors, Figure S9D).
The less-frequent genes of the top ModulOmics modules
(genes remaining after filtering the 10 most frequent genes in
the top modules) may reveal previously unexplored functional
connections (Tables S8 and S9). For example, HUWE1 coappears in luminal B modules with TP53, a known target of its
E3-ligase activity (Chen et al., 2005), and with the AXL receptor
tyrosine kinase. While AXL is well-known for its role in metastatic
breast cancer (Zhang et al., 2008; Gjerdrum et al., 2010), the role
of HUWE1 in cell motility is sparsely described in the literature
(Vaughan et al., 2015), and its connection with AXL represents
a potentially previously unexplored mechanism. Another interesting module related to cell motility is identified in TN and consists of NID1, MUC16, PTEN, and VCAN. Except PTEN, all three
other genes are associated with the extracellular matrix (Scholler
and Urban, 2007; Wight, 2002; Lee et al., 2006; Fox et al., 1991).
While MUC16 is a known biomarker for ovarian cancer (Scholler
and Urban, 2007), its role in breast cancer is less characterized.
Further investigating these modules experimentally may further
our understanding of tumorigenesis.
DISCUSSION
ModulOmics is a method for the de novo identification of cancer
driver pathways, based on the integration of connectivity within
PPI networks, mutual exclusivity among SNV and CNA alterations, transcriptional coregulation, and RNA coexpression,
into a single probabilistic score. ModulOmics uses an efficient
two-step optimization procedure to first find good initial solutions using linear approximation, and then refine these solutions
with stochastic search. We have demonstrated the ability of
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ModulOmics to identify modules enriched with known cancer
driver genes and pathways in three large-scale TCGA datasets:
breast cancer, GBM, and ovarian cancer. We further investigated breast cancer subtypes and found that some of the highest scoring modules are known to be involved in cancer-related
molecular mechanisms, while others suggest lesser known functionalities and may merit further experimental investigation. We
evaluated these results using an independent patient cohort
and independent proteomic and phosphoproteomic datasets.
In addition, we showed that the top modules inferred by
ModulOmics can be used to reliably separate cancerous from
normal tissues in luminal A samples, as well as to distinguish
TN samples from the other subtypes.
ModulOmics is implemented as freely available and flexible
open-source software, such that any of the four omics data types
employed here can be excluded or replaced with new sources of
evidence. The webserver implementation can be used to evaluate
the ModulOmics score of any user-defined gene set, on the basis
of the three TCGA datasets analyzed here. This application can be
useful in situations when candidate gene sets were proposed
from separate biological or computational analyses. Since
ModulOmics integrates independent sources of information,
newly added data can also originate from different patient cohorts. Each data type is assessed on the basis of its own tailored
statistical test, with variable weight. By tuning the weights for each
omics type, the ModulOmics optimization function can be further
refined to identify groups representative of particular functional
phenotypes. One such example is inferring optimal weights by
training a classifier on known modules to identify groups enriched
with specific GO terms. The inferred optimal weights can be
further used when running ModulOmics on new data.
The modeling and computational framework introduced here
represents a conceptual advancement over previous data integration methods, by simultaneously (rather than sequentially) optimizing the scores of the different omics data types. Throughout
the paper, we have justified the superiority of simultaneous optimization, as compared not only to existing methods, but also to
alternative sequential implementations of ModulOmics. The power of the proposed framework stems from its generality, namely
(1) integrating multiple omics data simultaneously, not confined to
a specific order; and (2) using different types of statistical tests
distinctly designed for each data type (such as the mutual exclusivity test for mutational data, or the proximity-based PPI score).
Lastly, ModulOmics may also be applied to data integration problems outside cancer genomics, where functionally connected
modules are relevant. One such example is identifying functionally
related protein complexes, which can be done by applying the
PPI, coregulation and coexpression tests on data derived from
healthy tissues. Taken together, our results indicate that the
ModulOmics scores are informative in identifying biological connections, making the tool broadly applicable.
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METHOD DETAILS
Model
Given a set G = {G1,.,Gn} of genes and a collection M = {M1,.Mm} of models for different data types, we are interested in computing
SG, the ModulOmics probabilistic score of the set G, reflecting how likely are the genes in G to be functionally connected. SG is
computed as the mean of m probabilistic scores PðGjMk Þ. Each of these m scores represents how strongly functionally connected
the genes in G are, under different models:
SG =

m
1 X
PðGjMk Þ
m k=1

(Equation 1)

The models we consider here are: connectivity among protein-protein interactions (M1), mutual exclusivity among point mutations
or copy number alterations (M2), transcriptional co-regulation (M3), and gene co-expression (M4).
PPI Connectivity
Model M1 assesses the functional connectivity of the set G at the protein level, by computing the probability of G being connected in
the PPI network. Starting with a fully-connected literature-based PPI network (HIPPIE (Schaefer et al., 2012)) and its associated
interaction probabilities, we define, for each pair of genes (Gi, Gj), con(Gi, Gj) as the probability of the most likely path connecting
Gi and Gj, i.e., the product of the probabilities of the path’s edges. The computation of con(Gi,Gj) for all Gi, Gj ˛ G yields a complete
graph on G, denoted GðGÞ. If we denote the edge set corresponding to any graph H by E(H), then the connectivity of the set G is
defined as the sum of the probabilities over all connected subgraphs spanning G, as follows:
X
Y
Y
conðGi ; Gj Þ
ð1  conðGi ; Gj ÞÞ
(Equation 2)
PðGjM1 Þ =
c˛CðGÞðGi ;Gj Þ˛EðcÞ
ðGi ;Gj Þ˛EðGðGÞÞyEðcÞ
where C(G) is the collection of connected subgraphs spanning GðGÞ.
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Mutual Exclusivity
Model M2 estimates the degree with which DNA alterations support the functional connectivity of the genes in G. Following the mutual
exclusivity framework defined in the context of waiting times to alteration introduced in TiMEx (Constantinescu et al., 2016) and
pathTiMEx (Cristea et al., 2017), PðGjM2 Þ is computed as the degree of mutual exclusivity of the set G, as follows:

mG if p value % 0:05
(Equation 3)
PðGjM2 Þ =
0
otherwise
where both mG and p value are reported by TiMEx. The TiMEx probabilistic graphical model estimates mG, which is the mutual exclusivity intensity of the group G, via a nested likelihood ratio test between an independence model and an alternative, mutual exclusivity
model. The independence model assumes that the genes evolve independently during disease progression, whereas the mutual exclusivity model assumes that only the gene with the shortest waiting time in a functionally connected group of genes will fixate. The
parameter mG represents the probability that a group of genes is perfectly mutually exclusive, i.e., that no two genes in G share
alterations in the same patient. Therefore, mG = 1 corresponds to perfect mutual exclusivity, and mG = 0 corresponds to independence.
The p value in Equation 3 is the probability of observing a given alteration pattern of the set G under the null hypothesis of independence, as described in Constantinescu et al., 2016 and Cristea et al., 2017.
Co-regulation
Model M3 assesses the functional connectivity of the genes in G on the basis of their transcriptional regulation. The co-regulation
score PðGjM3 Þ is defined as the fraction of genes in G which are co-regulated by at least one common active transcription factor,


Gcoreg 
PðGjM3 Þ =
(Equation 4)
jGj
where Gcoreg 4G is the maximal set in which all genes are regulated by at least one common active transcription factor. A transcription factor is considered active if it is differentially expressed (z-score of fold change is either >1 or <1) in at least 25% of samples
(Figure S10A). Alternatively, other operators such as the average could be used, however choosing the maximal set reflects the coregulation of the entire group, rather than particular subgroups.
Co-expression
Model M4 evaluates the functional connectivity of the genes in G based on their transcriptional profiles. Let a gene be defined as expressed if its expression averaged across all samples is above the kth q-quantile, and let Gexp 3G be the set of all expressed genes.
Then, the co-expression score of G is defined as the mean among all pairwise Spearman correlations of the expression profiles of the
genes in Gexp, and 0 corresponding to the remaining pairs, in which at least one of the genes is not expressed,


P


Gi ;Gj ˛Gexp corðEi ; Ej Þ


PðGjM4 Þ =
(Equation 5)
jGj
2
where Ei is the continuous expression level of gene Gi across all samples, and cor(Ei, Ej) is the Spearman correlation among the
expression profiles of Gi and Gj. For this application, we choose k = 2 and q = 4, i.e., the 2nd quartile, based on the amount of information they provide (Figure S10B). The choice of Spearman correlation is justified by not necessarily assuming a linear relation between expression profiles. Missing expression data can be handled by assigning the respective genes null expression profiles, leading to their consideration as unexpressed genes.
Optimization Procedure
Given a large cancer dataset, identifying groups of functionally connected genes is challenging, as the number of candidate groups
increases exponentially with maximal group size. Therefore, we employ a two-step procedure to optimize the global ModulOmics
score in Equation 1. First, to identify a large set of good initial solutions, we formulate the optimization problem as an ILP, and optimize
a linear approximation of the global ModulOmics score. Second, we perform a stochastic search starting from these initial solutions
and using the global score.
ILP
The first step of our optimization procedure linearly approximates the exact scores of the set G under each of the four models Mk, by
decomposing them into pairwise scores. For each model Mk, the score of each pair of genes (Gi, Gj) is denoted by wkGi Gj and equals
PððGi ; Gj ÞjMk Þ, further z-scored and normalized to [0,1]. The goal of the optimization routine is to identify candidate subsets G with
high total scores wG, computed as:
wG =

m
X

X

k = 1 Gi ;Gj;i<j ˛G
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wkGi Gj

(Equation 6)

The ILP retrieves sets G of fixed size K with maximal wG score. Thus, G is the maximal weight subgraph of size K in a weighted
complete graph with vertices V, corresponding to a large set of genes, and edges Ei;j = fwVi Vj Vi ; Vj ˛Vg. The ILP consists of the
following set of binary vertex variables V(i) denoting the inclusion of vertex Vi in a set G, and edge variables E(i,j), denoting the inclusion
of edge Ei,j in G:
VðiÞ ˛ f0; 1gc Vi ˛V

(Equation 7)

Eði;jÞ ˛ f0; 1gc Vi ; Vj ˛V; i < j

(Equation 8)

and the objective function:

X

maximize

wVi Vj ,Eði;jÞ

(Equation 9)

Vi ;Vj ˛V; i<j

under the constraints:
Eði;jÞ  VðiÞ %0

(Equation 10)

Eði;jÞ  VðjÞ %0

(Equation 11)

VðiÞ + VðjÞ  Eði;jÞ %1

(Equation 12)

X

VðiÞ = K

(Equation 13)

Vi ˛V

X

Eði;jÞ =

Vi ;Vj ˛V;i<j

K 3 ðK  1Þ
2

(Equation 14)

c Vi ; Vj ˛V; i<j. Constraints 10, 11, and 12 ensure that the retrieved set is a clique, and constraints 13 and 14 ensure that the
clique is of size K. Let us note that identical solutions would be retrieved by discarding either constraint 13 or 14, yet we include
both for efficiency considerations. With each candidate set G found, we add constraint 15 to prevent the ILP to choose the entire
set G again:
X
VðiÞ %K  1
(Equation 15)
i˛G

Stochastic Search
We use 200 high-ranking modules identified by the ILP as seeds for a stochastic search that expands the search space and optimizes
directly the exact score of the modules, rather than their pairwise approximations. The stochastic search uses the seed modules as
starting points and aims to find the modules with global optimal score by offering possible exchanges of module members. The seed
modules are clustered into 10 clusters using k-means, and a search cycle starts independently from each cluster, in order to increase
the chances of finding modules with global optimal scores. Each of these 10 cycles iterates among the modules in its cluster and tries
to improve each one by suggesting 20 possible exchanges of a random module member with another random gene. If the score improves, then the exchange is accepted and the module is updated accordingly. Each cycle reports its 5 highest scoring modules.
The modules reported by all 10 cycles are finally aggregated and re-ranked. Each run of the ILP followed by the stochastic search
yields optimal modules of fixed size K. To retrieve the top modules in a range of sizes we run the tool with K ranges from 2 to 4,
aggregate the results and retrieve the top modules regardless of their size.
In a separate analysis, we show that the stochastic optimization step improves the functional connectivity of the identified modules
on real data (Figure S11).
Sensitivity Analyses
Table S10 shows the default parameters used by ModulOmics. The recommended values are based on scanning a range of possible
thresholds, and choosing the thresholds which resulted in a substantial amount of retained information for all the studied cohorts
(Figure S10 and Table S11).
To evaluate robustness, we vary the parameters of the stochastic search as follows: 300 initial module seeds instead of the default
200, 15 clusters instead of the default 10, and 7 top results reported by each cluster instead of the default 5, and assess the following
metrics: i) the repetition of gene connections, i.e. gene pairs co-residing in the same module, and ii) the repetition of the gene pool
reported by the top modules, regardless of which module they belong to (Figure S12).
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Alternative Data Integration Approaches
HotNet2
As recommended by the authors of HotNet2 (Leiserson et al., 2015), we use SNVs and CNAs as the prior set, and assign the initial
score of each genetic alteration to be its alteration frequency in the data. We apply HotNet2 on the same PPI network we use with
ModulOmics. To assign a p value, we use 100 permuted networks as background. To calculate a hypergeometric score for pathway
enrichment with Expander (Ulitsky et al., 2010), we use modules of up to size 7, since larger modules are more likely to be unspecific
from a mechanistic perspective. HotNet2 identifies only 2 modules of size 2 in ovarian cancer, only 2 modules of size 3 in GBM, and no
modules in ovarian cancer, as well as no modules of size 4 in any of the three cancer types; these results do not meet the comparison
criteria of top 5 modules and are not included in Figure S1.
TiMEx
We run TiMEx (Constantinescu et al., 2016) with default parameters on the same binary datasets used as input for ModulOmics, consisting of binary SNV and CNA alterations. We consider as significant all resulting mutually exclusive groups with Bonferronicorrected p value <0.05. Even though TiMEx and the mutual exclusivity score of ModulOmics are based on the same probabilistic
model, the search strategy is different for the two methods. Therefore, TiMEx and the simplified single omics data approach of mutual
exclusivity (ME) are expected to identify different modules in the data. TiMEx identifies only 3 modules of size 3 in ovarian cancer,
1 module of size 4 in breast cancer, and no size 4 modules in GBM or ovarian cancer; these results do not meet the comparison
criteria of top 5 modules and are not included in Figure S1.
TieDIE
ModulOmics substantially differs from TieDIE in its goal, as TieDIE detects a single subnetwork, whereas ModulOmics identifies multiple modules. We run TieDIE on the three cancer cohorts used in this study, using the same PPI and regulatory networks as for
ModulOmics.
MEMCover
We run MEMCover (Kim et al., 2015) on each of the three cancer types, with default parameters. We use the same PPI as for
ModulOmics, with an edge weight threshold of 0.4. The resulting modules are separated by size and further ranked by their average
coverage in each cohort. MEMCover identifies only 3 modules of size 3 in breast cancer, and 1 module in GBM and ovarian cancer, as
well as only 1 module of size 4 in any of the three cancer types; these results do not meet the comparison criteria of top 5 modules and
are not included in Figure S1.
Sequential ModulOmics
To compare the ModulOmics simultaneous optimization scheme to sequential optimizations, we build a sequential version of
ModulOmics in which each omics type is used to further refine the results obtained by the other omics types. The first omics type
is used to filter 200 initial driver modules, starting with 300 seeds from pairwise approximations. Each additional omics type is
then used to refine the results: each of the candidate modules is scored using the new omics type, the old and new scores are averaged, and the distribution of scores across modules is z-scored in order to combine the new omics type with the previous ones. Each
additional omics type refines the modules by, each time, removing the 50 least informative groups (i.e. the set of modules are refined
to the top 150, then 100 and lastly 50 modules). All parameters (Table S10) are kept as in the simultaneous optimization version.
Shuffled Controls
Each of the four data sources is shuffled to create a random benchmark: i) the edges in the PPI network are shuffled while preserving
the degree of each node (shuffled PPI); ii) the mutated genes matrix is shuffled while preserving the frequency of mutations and the
number of mutations in a given sample (shuffled ME); iii) the edges in the transcription factors network are shuffled while preserving
the degree of each node (shuffled CoReg); iv) the gene expression profiles are shuffled by randomly switching expression profiles
among genes (shuffled CoExp). We run ModulOmics using each of the shuffled data structures as described above, and compare
the results with the single omics. In addition, we also run ModulOmics by integrating all four shuffled controls (shuffled ModulOmics).
Random Modules
We generate random modules by running ModulOmics on the shuffled data and considering the top 100 yielded modules. We further
recalculate the ModulOmics scores for these modules using the un-shuffled data. To assign a p value for a ModulOmics module, we
calculate where its score falls in the random modules distribution.
Evaluation Metrics
Known Cancer Genes Enrichment
As positive controls, we use the following lists, introduced in Hofree et al., 2016 and available as supplementary resources to this
paper: i) The Cancer Gene Census (CGC) version 73 (PosSomatic and PosTrans), a set of 569 genes manually curated by The Sanger
Institute, which have alterations in somatic and germline SNVs, CNVs and translocations; ii) UniprotKB (UniProt Consortium, 2015)
(PosUniprotKB), a manually curated database of 412 functional proteins, classified as proto-oncogene, oncogene and tumour suppressor gene; iii) a query of DISEASES (Pletscher-Frankild et al., 2015) (PosTextMine), a database of disease-gene associations extracted mainly from text-mining, which consists of 711 genes associated with cancer; and iv) The Atlas of Genetics and Cytogenetics
in Oncology and Hematology (PosAGO) (Huret et al., 2004), a list of 1,430 cancer genes manually curated by a collaborative effort
spanning multiple centers. PosUnionAll is the union of all these positive control lists. In addition, we use the Network of Cancer Genes
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(NCG5) (An et al., 2016), a manually curated list consisting of 1,571 protein-coding cancer driver genes compiled by The Sanger Institute. The gene members of the two shortest CGC lists, germline SNVs (38 genes) and CNVs (15 genes) are not shown here, since they
were not identified in any high scoring module by any of the tested methods.
As negative controls, we use the following lists introduced in Hofree et al., 2016: i) a list derived from AGO (Huret et al., 2004) consisting of 9,457 genes that have no evidence of association with cancer (NegAgoFull); ii) a conservative version of the negative AGO
list (NegAGOClean), created by filtering genes that are part of any cancer-related pathway from the MSigDB database (Subramanian
et al., 2005), resulting in 3,272 genes, and iii) a list of known non-driver genes introduced in Davoli et al., 2013 (NegDavoli).
Pathway Enrichment
We use two statistical tests of module-pathway intersection, as proposed by the Expander software (Ulitsky et al., 2010): i) a hypergeometric enrichment test to calculate the occurrence probability of the intersection of a module with a random pathway when
randomly drawing from all protein-coding genes, and ii)an enrichment factor designed to ease the bias towards larger modules.
The enrichment factor is defined as the ratio between the sizes of the intersection of each module and each pathway and the intersection of that pathway and the set of all background genes (all protein-coding genes), normalized by the sizes of the module and
jmodule X pathwayj
jbackground genesj
background respectively:
3
jpathway X background genesj
jmodulej
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Data Availability
ModulOmics identifies driver modules on the basis on DNA and RNA cancer patient data, integrated with a PPI network and known
regulatory connections. In this study, we use DNA and RNA cancer patient data retrieved from the TCGA project (Cancer Genome
Atlas Network, 2012; Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2008; Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2011) for GBM,
breast cancer and ovarian cancer, downloaded from the cBio portal (Cerami et al., 2012). For breast cancer, we only use SNVs, while
for GBM and ovarian cancer, we use both SNVs and CNAs. For breast cancer, we additionally evaluate each subtype individually,
based on two classifications: 1) receptor classification based on immunohistochemistry of estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her2); and 2) mRNA classification based on PAM50 signature. The PPI
network used is Hippie (Schaefer et al., 2012), containing 238,165 physical interactions. The regulatory connections were downloaded from the database TRRUST Han et al., 2015 containing 8,908 Transcription Factor (TF)-target regulatory pairs of 821 human
TFs. To evaluate functional connections in the TN breast cancer subtype, we use the RPPA data published by the TCGA (Cancer
Genome Atlas Network, 2012). To evaluate the power of the highest ranking modules in distinguishing healthy tissues from cancerous
ones, we use an independent publicly available mass-spectrometry dataset containing 62 samples of Luminal A and healthy tissue
(Pozniak et al., 2016; Tyanova et al., 2016), where protein quantification was done with Super-SILAC (Geiger et al., 2010).
Software Availability
ModulOmics is freely available as an open-source R code for the identification of cancer driver modules from a cohort of cancer patients. The github link (https://github.com/danasilv/ModulOmics) contains the R code, a manual, a Snakefile and an example input for
testing. To run ModulOmics on real data, the user may use the static data from the link http://anat.cs.tau.ac.il/ModulOmicsServer/, or
re-create it from their favorite sources. The static data provided include:
1. Regulatory connections, based here on the TRRUST database
2. Shortest paths in the Hippie PPI network
The dynamic part of the data used in this study, namely genetic alterations and gene expression patient profiles, is available in
TCGA (https://cancergenome.nih.gov/).
ModulOmics is also available as a webserver implementation for the evaluation of any set of genes of interest, using the three TCGA
datasets processed in this study: http://anat.cs.tau.ac.il/ModulOmicsServer/.
All default parameters used to run ModulOmics in this study are available in Table S10.
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